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We rely on willpower to create change in our lives...but what if we're thinking about it all wrong? In Willpower Doesn't Work, Benjamin Hardy
explains that willpower is nothing more than a dangerous fad-one that is bound to lead to failure. Instead of "white-knuckling" your way to change,
you need to instead alter your surroundings to support your goals. This book shows you how. The world around us is fast-paced, confusing, and full
of distractions. It's easy to lose focus on what you want to achieve, and your willpower won't last long if your environment is in conflict with your
goals--eventually, the environment will win out. Willpower Doesn't Work is the needed guided for today's over-stimulating and addicting
environment. Willpower Doesn't Work will specifically teach you: How to make the biggest decisions of your life--and why those decisions must be
made in specific settings How to create a daily "sacred" environment to live your life with intention, and not get sucked into the cultural addictions
How to invest big in yourself to upgrade your environment and mindset How to put "forcing functions" in your life--so your default behaviors are
precisely what you want them to be How to quickly put yourself in proximity to the most successful people in the world--and how to adapt their
knowledge and skills to yourself even quicker How to create an environment where endless creativity and boundless productivity is the norm
Benjamin Hardy will show you that nurture is far more powerful than your nature, and teach you how to create and control your environment so
your environment will not create and control you.
In the golden age of tennis, when players were just learning how to become media personalities, men like John McEnroe, Jimmy Connors, Bj rn
Borg and Ivan Lendl ruled the court. Now in a tell-all memoir, former top 10 seeded tennis star and chief McEnroe rival, Bill Scanlon, presents an
unfettered look at the good old days of tennis when some of the most colorful (and infamous) players in history went head-to-head and the game was
changed forever. Bad News For McEnroe is in part a revelation of the feud between McEnroe and the author that began when they were teenagers, but
the essence of this book are the wonderful and surprising on- and off-the-court high jinks of such notable players as Guillermo Vilas, Borg, McEnroe,
Ilie Nastase and Connors, all of whom Scanlan played and knew intimately, from locker room fights to on-court breakdowns and blow-ups. A story
that could not have come from anyone but a true insider, Scanlon's tale of life on the pro tennis circuit will shock and delight tennis fans everywhere.
Explores the defining features of HyperReality: what it is, how it works and how it could become to the information society what mass media was to
the industrial society.
This new approach to the Philosophy of Religion option is perfect for the all-new revised AS and A2 Religious Studies qualification. A thorough and
detailed approach to the material makes this subject accessible for all AS and A2 students, and will particularly help ensure higher achieving students
attain their best grades.
A Multidisciplinary Scientific Approach to the UFO Phenomenon
Tennis Anatomy
Resources in Education
Blood, Sweat, and Backhands with John, Jimmy, Ilie, Ivan, Bjorn, and Vitas
A New Kind of Christianity
The Best Tennis of Your Life
The Married Woman's Primer on Financial Planning
Everything you always wanted to know about theories, meta-theories, methods, and interventions but didn’t
realize you needed to ask. This innovative textbook takes advanced undergraduate and graduate students "behind
the curtain" of standard developmental science, so they can begin to appreciate the generative value and
methodological challenges of a lifespan developmental systems perspective. It envisions applied developmental
science as focused on ways to use knowledge about human development to help solve societal problems in reallife contexts, and considers applied developmental research to be purpose driven, field based, community
engaged, and oriented toward efforts to optimize development. Based on the authors’ more than 25 years of
teaching, this text is designed to help researchers and their students intentionally create a cooperative learning
community, full of arguments, doubts, and insights, that can facilitate their own internal paradigm shifts, one
student at a time. With the aid of extensive online supplementary materials, students of developmental
psychology as well as students in other psychological subdisciplines (such as industrial-organizational, social,
and community psychology) and applied professions that rely on developmental training (such as education,
social work, counseling, nursing, health care, and business) will find this to be an invaluable guidebook and
toolbox for conceptualizing and studying applied problems from a lifespan developmental systems perspective.
In 1972, philosopher of science Thomas Kuhn threw an ashtray at Errol Morris. This book is the result. At the
time, Morris was a graduate student. Now we know him as one of the most celebrated and restlessly probing
filmmakers of our time, the creator of such classics of documentary investigation as The Thin Blue Line and The
Fog of War. Kuhn, meanwhile, was—and, posthumously, remains—a star in his field, the author of The Structure
of Scientific Revolutions, a landmark book that has sold well over a million copies and introduced the concept of
“paradigm shifts” to the larger culture. And Morris thought the idea was bunk. The Ashtray tells why—and in
doing so, it makes a powerful case for Morris’s way of viewing the world, and the centrality to that view of a
fundamental conception of the necessity of truth. “For me,” Morris writes, “truth is about the relationship
between language and the world: a correspondence idea of truth.” He has no patience for philosophical systems
that aim for internal coherence and disdain the world itself. Morris is after bigger game: he wants to establish as
clearly as possible what we know and can say about the world, reality, history, our actions and interactions. It’s
the fundamental desire that animates his filmmaking, whether he’s probing Robert McNamara about Vietnam or
the oddball owner of a pet cemetery. Truth may be slippery, but that doesn’t mean we have to grease its path of
escape through philosophical evasions. Rather, Morris argues powerfully, it is our duty to do everything we can to
establish and support it. In a time when truth feels ever more embattled, under siege from political lies and
virtual lives alike, The Ashtray is a bracing reminder of its value, delivered by a figure who has, over decades,
uniquely earned our trust through his commitment to truth. No Morris fan should miss it.
Most husbands die before their wives and more than 50 percent of marriages end in divorce. Despite these dismal
odds, many women don't get involved in their family's financial planning because their husbands take care of it,
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they think it's too complicated for them to understand, or they just don't want to bother. This book explains in an
entertaining and simple style why women should bother, what they need to know, and how to get involved in the
business aspect of their marriages to have a better, more secure life and a stronger partnership. Winner Business Category 2009 San Francisco Book Festival Runner Up - General Non-Fiction Category 2009 New York
Book Festival Finalist - Women's Issues Category The National "Best Books 2009" Awards Editor's Choice iUniverse Publishing
Strategy requires an ability to conceive the future, see and create possibilities, and focus to choose a direction.
Successful strategy is a mental discipline consisting of broad ranging, flexible, and creative thinking. Choosing
the Future will help you achieve this success by studying fundamentals such as effective group thinking, knowing
when to delay a decision for more information, balancing contrasting modes of thought, and transforming
thought into action. Using a cycle to show the relationship among different strategic thinking tools, Choosing the
Future gives you guidance to respond to these basic questions: What seems to be happening? What possibilities
do we face? What are we going to do about it? Choosing the Future will help you advance your thinking skills.
Rather than telling you what to do, it teaches you to use your business knowledge to discover your own ideas and
strategic direction. Stuart Wells is Professor of Organization and Management at San Jose State University,
where he serves as Director of the Center for Global Competitiveness and as Director of the Small Business
Institute. As founder of the Leading Edge Consulting Group and co-founder of Corporate Wisdom, he has worked
on leadership development and strategy issues with such major corporations as Clorox, Dupont, PepsiCo, and
Proctor and Gamble. He is the author of several books, including From Sage to Artisan: The Nine Roles of the
Value-Driven Leader.
Zennis
Discover the Hidden Keys to Success
Your guide to personal success
A Memoir of Motherhood, Genetics, and Facing the Unknown
50 Mental Strategies For Fearless Performance
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
The creation of the European Southern Observatory (ESO) in 1962 was the culmination of the dream of
leading astronomers from five European countries. Over the years, as more member states joined, ESO
constructed the La Silla and Paranal observatories, as well as the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) together with partners. ESO is now starting to build the world's
biggest eye on the sky, the European Extremely Large Telescope. At the dawn of 2012, its 50th
anniversary year, ESO is ready to enter a new era. One that not even its founding members could have
anticipated in their boldest dreams. Constantly at the technological forefront, ESO is ready to tackle
new and as yet unimaginable territories of high-precision technology and scientific discovery. Produced
especially for ESO's 50th anniversary, this sumptuously illustrated book takes the reader behind the
scenes of the most productive ground-based observatory in the world. It contains the best 300 of ESO's
images, hand-picked from a large collection of more than 100 000 images. "Beautifully produced, Europe
to the Stars tells the story of how dreams of giant telescopes became a reality and covers many of the
exciting discoveries made at La Silla and Paranal." —BBC Sky at Night, 1 February 2013 "Leave the book
on your coffee table, certainly, but read it first and come back to it regularly. It's an intelligent,
inspiring celebration of a great European scientific adventure." —Astronomy Now, 1 March 2013
In this book, the capability map, a novel general representation of the kinematic capabilities of a
robot arm, is introduced. The capability map allows to determine how well regions of the workspace are
reachable for the end effector in different orientations. It is a representation that can be machine
processed as well as intuitively visualized for the human. The capability map and the derived
algorithms are a valuable source of information for high- and low-level planning processes. The
versatile applicability of the capability map is shown by examples from several distinct application
domains. In human-robot interaction, a bi-manual interface for tele-operation is objectively evaluated.
In low-level geometric planning, more human-like motion is planned for a humanoid robot while also
reducing the computation time. And in high-level task reasoning, the suitability of a robot for a task
is evaluated.
A bold new approach to performance by one of the top coaches in the country. In trying to improve-on
the playing field, in the office, or even at home-most people seek out new information to get to the
next level. They read a book, attend a class, or hire an expert to give them an edge. But Alan Fine, an
accomplished tennis, golf, and executive coach and a renowned authority on peak performance, believes
that this "outside-in" method is precisely what's holding you back from doing your best work. He's
found the biggest obstacle to improved performance isn't not knowing what to do; it's not doing what
you already know. Ironically, the quest for information and instructions designed to help you get ahead
can often interfere with your ability to focus on doing something. Fine reveals his simple and proven
approach to achieving breakthrough performance. It starts with reducing the interference that blocks
your potential through an amazing process called G.R.O.W. (Goal, Reality, Options, Way Forward). No
matter who you are or what you do, You Already Know How to Be Great will help you eliminate what is
standing in the way of your goals.
The book proposes a paradigm shift in language planning and language policy in Africa. For the past
fifty years, the dominant model has been the hegemonic model whereby a language of wider communication
(LWC) is imposed on minority languages. It is now time for a paradigm shift in favor of a more
egalitarian model in which all the languages spoken in the same country, irrespective of their size,
are planned. The paradigm shift concerns four critical areas: status planning, cost-benefit planning,
acquisition planning, and corpus planning. Such a shift is justified for the following reasons: First,
the hegemonic model has a dismal track record of success in Africa and elsewhere. Second, the hegemonic
model exacerbates linguistic conflicts in many countries. Consequently, policy makers shun it for fear
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of jeopardizing the fragile social fabric in their respective countries. Last, a shift away from the
hegemonic model is recommended because it is too costly to implement. The "democratic model" is
undergirded by the Strategic Game Theory proposed by David Laitin. It forecasts a 3±1 language outcome
for most African countries. This outcome supports the "three language formula" now called for by the
United Nations Development Program (UNDP).
From Biased Rationality to Distributed Cognition
A Simple Way to Remove Interference and Unlock Your Greatest Potential
Surfing Uncertainty
Take Back Our Future
7 Laws of Real Church Growth
Parables of Enoch: A Paradigm Shift
Biologically Inspired Approaches for Locomotion, Anomaly Detection and Reconfiguration for Walking
Robots

Personal success comes from taking positive action. Yet not everyone is able to take positive action and therefore they fail to meet
their potential in life. Why is that? What is it that stops people from being as sucecssful as they could be? I believe I have the
answer to these questions and it is all to do with Paradigms. This is because there is a direct correlation between our paradigms and
how we act and behave. By changing our paradigms we immediately change the way we think and act. And because we attract to
ourselves what we think about, it is essential we think about, dream about and envision our future. Our paradigms attract what is
required to achieve our visions and what make us successful. The Paradigm of Success sets out a journey towrads success through
having a powerful visionenergised by action that is synergised by a strong sense of 'why' and 'belief' which are framed by the
paradigms. It is a journey of incremental learning that when applied may empower us to make a positive difference in our own
lives and in the lives of others.
The development of both elite, high performance sport and mass participation, grassroots-level sport are central concerns for
governments and sports governing bodies. This important new study is the first to closely examine the challenges and opportunities
for sports development in the United States, a global sporting giant with a unique, market-driven sporting landscape. Presenting an
innovative model of integrated sports development, the book explores the inter-relationship between elite and mass sport across
history, drawing on comparative international examples from Australia to the former USSR and Eastern bloc countries. At the
heart of the book is an in-depth empirical study of three (traditional and emerging) sports in the US – tennis, soccer and rugby –
that offer important lessons on the development of elite sport, methods for increasing participation, and the establishment of new
sports in new markets. No other book has attempted to model sports development in the United States in such depth before.
Therefore this should be essential reading for all students, researchers, administrators or policy-makers with an interest in sports
development, sports management, sports policy, or comparative, international sport studies.
Paradigm Shift for Future TennisThe Art of Tennis Physiology, Biomechanics and PsychologySpringer Science & Business Media
Professional player and coach Peter Spang combines Zen and tennis--he calls it Zennis--to defeat the demons that trip up your
tennis game. Whether novice or advanced player, anyone can master Zennis techniques. With seven unusual on-court exercises,
meditation tips, and a new way of practicing strokes, Spang puts an exciting new spin on the game.
Identified Flying Objects
Future Church
Ten Questions That Are Transforming the Faith
Jewel in the Wake
Prediction, Action, and the Embodied Mind
Paradigm for the Third Millenium
What If Your Prince Falls Off His Horse?
In a comprehensive and theoretically novel analysis, Take Back Our Future unveils the causes, processes, and implications of the
2014 seventy-nine-day occupation movement in Hong Kong known as the Umbrella Movement. The essays presented here by a
team of experts with deep local knowledge ask: how and why had a world financial center known for its free-wheeling capitalism
transformed into a hotbed of mass defiance and civic disobedience? Take Back Our Future argues that the Umbrella Movement
was a response to China's internal colonization strategies—political disenfranchisement, economic subsumption, and identity
reengineering—in post-handover Hong Kong. The contributors outline how this historic and transformative movement formulated
new cultural categories and narratives, fueled the formation and expansion of civil society organizations and networks both for and
against the regime, and spurred the regime's turn to repression and structural closure of dissent. Although the Umbrella Movement
was fraught with internal tensions, Take Back Our Future demonstrates that the movement politicized a whole generation of
people who had no prior experience in politics, fashioned new subjects and identities, and awakened popular consciousness.
This handbook provides insights into becoming a better and more evolved athlete. It offers aspiring athletes, regardless of skill
level, a better understanding of their bodies and how to unlock the unlimited potential of muscles without injury. It focuses on the
“superhero” muscle: the iliopsoas, and also sheds light on Diamond-Corporation’s new technology and elite athleticism, and how
these can contribute to a healthier life. Lastly, the authors explore the mindset of success and provide exercises for remaining
calm under pressure. This stand-alone book is the sequel to Paradigm Shift for Future Tennis and Enhancing Performance and
Reducing Stress in Sport (2014, Springer). This book is written by scientists, whose expertise collectively spans the fields of
biomechanics, clinical surgery, current and former elite athleticism, engineering and naturopath doctoral work. Together, they aim
to inspire and educate athletes on how to improve their sports performance by using new technologies, world class biomechanics
knowledge and ancient herbal medicines.
A Black mother bumps up against the limits of everything she thought she believed—about science and medicine, about
motherhood, and about her faith—in search of the truth about her son. One morning, Tophs, Taylor Harris’s round-cheeked, lively
twenty-two-month-old, wakes up listless, only lifting his head to gulp down water. She rushes Tophs to the doctor, ignoring the part
of herself, trained by years of therapy for generalized anxiety disorder, that tries to whisper that she’s overreacting. But at the
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hospital, her maternal instincts are confirmed: something is wrong with her boy, and Taylor’s life will never be the same. With
every question the doctors answer about Tophs’s increasingly troubling symptoms, more arise, and Taylor dives into the search
for a diagnosis. She spends countless hours trying to navigate health and education systems that can be hostile to Black mothers
and children; at night she googles, prays, and interrogates her every action. Some days, her sweet, charismatic boy seems just
fine; others, he struggles to answer simple questions. A long-awaited appointment with a geneticist ultimately reveals nothing
about what’s causing Tophs’s drops in blood sugar, his processing delays—but it does reveal something unexpected about
Taylor’s own health. What if her son’s challenges have saved her life? This Boy We Made is a stirring and radiantly written
examination of the bond between mother and child, full of hard-won insights about fighting for and finding meaning when nothing
goes as expected.
“Some books provide us with information about the world, but every once in a while a book appears that enables us to imagine
new, more wonderful worlds. [A New Kind of Christianity] is one of these.” —Peter Rollins, Ikon A New Kind of Christianity is Brian
D. McLaren’s much anticipated follow-up to his breakthrough work of the emergent-church movement, A New Kind of Christian.
Named by Time magazine as one of America’s top 25 evangelicals, McLaren, along with such contemporaries as N.T. Wright, Jim
Wallis, and Rob Bell, is one of the acknowledged leaders of a new generation of Christians who want to update their faith for
current times while remaining true to the core message of Jesus. In this controversial and thought-provoking book, McLaren
explores the questions that will determine the shape of Christianity for the next 500 years.
An Eventful Sociology of the Hong Kong Umbrella Movement
Democratizing Innovation
Who's who in California
An Innovative Approach to Changing Your Mind, Your Play, and Your Entire Tennis Experience
Bad News for McEnroe
Knowledge Representations for Planning Manipulation Tasks
A Handbook of Instructional Strategies for Teachers and Parents
"How would the humanities change if we grappled with the ways in which digital and virtual places are designed,
experienced, and critiqued? In Rethinking Virtual Places, Erik M. Champion draws from the fields of computational
sciences and other place-related disciplines to argue for a more central role for virtual space in the humanities. For
instance, recent developments in neuroscience could improve our understanding of how people experience, store, and
recollect place-related encounters. Similarly, game mechanics using virtual place design might make digital
environments more engaging and learning content more powerful and salient. In addition, Champion provides a brief
introduction to new and emerging software and devices and explains how they help, hinder, or replace our traditional
means of designing and exploring places. Perfect for humanities scholars fascinated by the potential of virtual space,
Rethinking Virtual Places challenges both traditional and recent evaluation methods to address the complicated problem
of understanding how people evaluate and engage with the notion of place"-The book “Paradigm Shift for Future Tennis” starts with revelations that make obvious the limitations of today’s tennis,
which does not use the laws of modern Biomechanics and Neurophysiology. The second part of the book includes a new
approach to the quantum mind of a champion. It will reveal the secret weapon of Roger Federer and the blueprint of a
future tennis champion. This book will expose the new tennis shot emerging from the field of sports science. It is a real
weapon, which can generate a ball-speed similar to that of the first serve: the Power High-Forehand. Its aim is to
generate maximal possible racket-head speed while players do not wait for the ball to bounce. This is both a tactical and
psychological basis for the future tennis game. This aggressive interceptive psychology will shape the minds of future
tennis champions. High racket-head speed can be achieved using the stretch-reflex, without big loops and swings.
Weapons of a future tennis game will comprise of whip-like tennis serves and ground strokes, based on the
stretch–reflex, and using the whole body in a fluid and integrated manner, thus manifesting a superb combination of
speed and strength. Restructure your brain and apply the power of state of the art biomechanical, mathematical, medical,
neural, cognitive, and quantum computational intelligence to understand the tennis of today and the future!
The increasing presence of mobile robots in our everyday lives introduces the requirements for their intelligent and
autonomous features. Therefore the next generation of mobile robots should be more self-capable, in respect to:
increasing of their functionality in unforeseen situations, decreasing of the human involvement in their everyday
operations and their maintenance; being robust; fault tolerant and reliable in their operation. Although mobile robotic
systems have been a topic of research for decades and aside the technology improvements nowadays, the subject on
how to program and making them more autonomous in their operations is still an open field for research. Applying bioinspired, organic approaches in robotics domain is one of the methodologies that are considered that would help on
making the robots more autonomous and self-capable, i.e. having properties such as: self-reconfiguration, selfadaptation, self-optimization, etc. In this book several novel biologically inspired approaches for walking robots (multilegged and humanoid) domain are introduced and elaborated. They are related to self-organized and self-stabilized robot
walking, anomaly detection within robot systems using self-adaptation, and mitigating the faulty robot conditions by selfreconfiguration of a multi-legged walking robot. The approaches presented have been practically evaluated in various
test scenarios, the results from the experiments are discussed in details and their practical usefulness is validated.
This title brings together work on embodiment, action, and the predictive mind. At the core is the vision of human minds
as prediction machines - devices that constantly try to stay one step ahead of the breaking waves of sensory stimulation,
by actively predicting the incoming flow. In every situation we encounter, that complex prediction machinery is already
buzzing, proactively trying to anticipate the sensory barrage. The book shows in detail how this strange but potent
strategy of self-anticipation ushers perception, understanding, and imagination simultaneously onto the cognitive stage.
High Performance and Mass Participation
A Paradigm Shift in Foreign Language Teaching
Paradigm Shift for Future Tennis
Lifespan Developmental Systems
Sustainable Logistics and Supply Chain Management (Revised Edition)
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New Insights
Willpower Doesn't Work

Play with Freedom...And Win More! The Best Tennis of Your Life is an inspirational and practical guide
that will help players of all levels finally master the mental game. Author Jeff Greenwald draws from his
unique background as a world-class player, sports psychology consultant, psychotherapist, and former
coach to provides 50 specific tools you can immediately apply in any match situation. This
comprehensive guide will show you how to: • Embrace nerves and play even better under pressure •
Maintain confidence to win more consistently • Develop a pin-point focus • Access an ideal level of
intensity • Play with a renewed sense of passion and freedom Why wait any longer to play the best
tennis of your life? Get the mental edge with this invaluable resource and watch your game soar.
One of the most distinguishing abilities that human beings display is the ability of turning almost
everything into a clue to make a problem affordable in relation to what one knows and, most of all, to
what one does not know. That is what characterizes humans as chance seekers. A poor pattern of
reasoning and even our ignorance may help us make a decision, and eventually solve a problem. This is
the rationale of biased rationality. However, not everything leads us always to a good decision. Some
people are not satisfied with weak arguments or it-is-just-so strategies. They want something better.
This second attitude points to a different form of rationality that takes advantage of the idea of
distributed cognition. Basically, human beings improve their survival strategies by building cognitive
niches capable of delivering potentially ever more symptomatic information. It is through various
manipulations of the environment that we gain new and more reliable chances which can be used to debias our rationality. Through the laborious activity of cognitive niche construction, we come up with
situations in which we are better afforded by our environment, and thus biases or fallacies cease to be
appealing.
Sustainable Logistics and Supply Chain Management is the essential guide to the principles and
practices of sustainable logistics operations and the responsible management of the entire supply chain.
Based on extensive research by experts in the field, this comprehensive book covers the whole scope of
sustainable logistics. The book provides carefully reviewed research-led applications and case studies
that have been especially developed for this revised edition with particular attention for use in a
teaching context. The mini case studies are highly topical, relating the theoretical concepts to practice
and what is actually happening 'on the ground'. Examining the subject in an integrated manner, this
book examines all the key areas in sustainable logistics and supply chain management, including:
sustainable product design and packaging; sustainable purchasing and procurement; cleaner
production; environmental impact of freight transport; sustainable warehousing and storage;
sustainable supply management; reverse logistics and recycling; supply chain management strategy,
and much more. The book provides an excellent insight into the topic that will help managers, students,
and scholars grasp the fundamentals of green supply and logistics management. This revised edition of
Sustainable Logistics and Supply Chain Management includes valuable supporting online materials,
including PPT presentations, chapter summaries, learning objectives, tips for teaching and in class
activities.
See your tennis game as you never have before. See what it takes to improve consistency and
performance on the court. Tennis Anatomy will show you how to ace the competition by increasing
strength, speed, and agility for more powerful serves and more accurate shots. Tennis Anatomy includes
more than 72 of the most effective exercises, each with step-by-step descriptions and full-color
anatomical illustrations highlighting muscles in action. Tennis Anatomy goes beyond exercises by
placing you on the baseline, at the net, and on the service line. Illustrations of the active muscles for
forehands, backhands, volleys, and serves show you how each exercise is fundamentally linked to tennis
performance. You'll also learn how exercises can be modified to target specific areas, improve your
skills, and minimize common tennis injuries. Best of all, you'll learn how to put it all together to develop
a training program based on your individual needs and goals. Whether you’re a serve and volleyer,
baseliner, or all-court player, Tennis Anatomy will ensure that you step onto the court ready to dominate
any opponent.
Game-Theoretic Solutions
ESO's First 50 Years of Exploring the Southern Sky
The Paradigm of Success
Sport Development in the United States
Choosing the Future
You Already Know How to Be Great
HyperReality
Leadership is viewed as a phenomenon allowing advantages for organizations and their success. Although
much research has been done on the concept of leadership, many studies do not include the different
styles, perspectives, and contexts of leadership. As such, this book aims to fill this gap by combining
several studies on leadership from different perspectives. The various chapters address such topics as
millennial leaders, Theory X style leadership, leadership in the turbulent environment, emotional
intelligence, and much more. This volume shows how new insights about leadership can stimulate
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organizational development in various countries and regions worldwide.
Internationally renowned contributors assess the signifcance of the Parables of Enoch in the study of
Christian Origins, the New Testament and the Second Temple Period.
Could “UFOs” and “Aliens” simply be us, but from the future? This provocative new book cautiously
examines the premise that extraterrestrials may instead be our distant human descendants, using the
anthropological tool of time travel to visit and study us in their own hominin evolutionary past. Dr.
Michael P. Masters, a professor of biological anthropology specializing in human evolutionary anatomy,
archaeology, and biomedicine, explores how the persistence of long-term biological and cultural trends
in human evolution may ultimately result in us becoming the ones piloting these disc-shaped craft, which
are likely the very devices that allow our future progeny to venture backward across the landscape of
time. Moreover, these extratempestrials are ubiquitously described as bipedal, large-brained, hairless,
human-like beings, who communicate with us in our own languages, and who possess technology advanced
beyond, but clearly built upon, our own. These accounts, coupled with a thorough understanding of the
past and modern human condition, point to the continuation of established biological and cultural trends
here on Earth, long into the distant human future.
The process of user-centered innovation: how it can benefit both users and manufacturers and how its
emergence will bring changes in business models and in public policy. Innovation is rapidly becoming
democratized. Users, aided by improvements in computer and communications technology, increasingly can
develop their own new products and services. These innovating users—both individuals and firms—often
freely share their innovations with others, creating user-innovation communities and a rich intellectual
commons. In Democratizing Innovation, Eric von Hippel looks closely at this emerging system of usercentered innovation. He explains why and when users find it profitable to develop new products and
services for themselves, and why it often pays users to reveal their innovations freely for the use of
all.The trend toward democratized innovation can be seen in software and information products—most
notably in the free and open-source software movement—but also in physical products. Von Hippel's many
examples of user innovation in action range from surgical equipment to surfboards to software security
features. He shows that product and service development is concentrated among "lead users," who are
ahead on marketplace trends and whose innovations are often commercially attractive. Von Hippel argues
that manufacturers should redesign their innovation processes and that they should systematically seek
out innovations developed by users. He points to businesses—the custom semiconductor industry is one
example—that have learned to assist user-innovators by providing them with toolkits for developing new
products. User innovation has a positive impact on social welfare, and von Hippel proposes that
government policies, including R&D subsidies and tax credits, should be realigned to eliminate biases
against it. The goal of a democratized user-centered innovation system, says von Hippel, is well worth
striving for. An electronic version of this book is available under a Creative Commons license.
The 2020 Guide to the Global Transformation
Paradigm Shift in Language Planning and Policy
Europe to the Stars
Rethinking Virtual Places
Meta-theory, Methodology and the Study of Applied Problems
(Or the Man Who Denied Reality)
Leadership

This book is an upstream solution to the problems, issues, and questions young people struggle with
downstream--alienation, boredom, and mistrust of religion. It includes over a hundred teaching strategies,
tactics, logistics, and relationship builders that teachers in homes, schools, and churches can use. This
book is a treasure chest of old ideas cast into new and proven teaching practices, each to be mined for
the gem in it. Potvin's interest in writing this book, however, is not to focus on what is broken and
ineffective in Christian religious education (and a lot of education is broken and ineffective) but on what
he has learned to be proven to be effective. He has drawn from his PhD studies, parenting with its
perturbations and insights, and over forty years of teaching in universities, public, and faith-based
schools. Jesus gave us our program of studies, with much to think about and practice what could work--to
bring us to our true self, friendship with the Creator, love for others, and justice for all. And given the
unprecedented trend towards home education and online teaching, designed for and led by parents, new
practices based on old ideas may be just what the doctor ordered.
Church growth models have often been long on promises and short on disciple-making. We continue to
watch consistent church attendance shrink, and our desire to reach the lost is infected with a need for selfvalidation by growing our numbers at any cost. If we believe that God wants his church to grow, where do
we go from here? What is the future of the church? Drawing from his 20 years and 15,000 hours of
consulting, author Will Mancini shares with pastors and ministry leaders the single most important insight
he has learned about church growth. With plenty of salient stories and based solidly on the disciplemaking methods found in Scripture, Future Church exposes the church's greatest challenge today, and
offers 7 transforming laws of real church growth so that we can faithfully and joyfully fulfill Jesus's Great
Commission.
Jewel in the Wake: the 2020 Guide to the Global Transformation” is about, so here goes. This book intends
to detail the global situation in all its intricacies and complexity and present a roadmap or way out for
humanity. Basically, we, as a species, are @ a crossroad, a fork in the road. If we choose wisely, we can
create a livable, sustainable future for humanity. If we don’t make the necessary changes, we are headed
towards a potential disaster of unimaginable consequences, basically, the likely end of human civilization.
This book lays bare the problems & issues facing humanity @ this pivotal juncture, & presents a feasible
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way out. Put simply, this manuscript presents a lifeline for humanity as it faces the dual threats of nuclear
destruction & catastrophic climate change.
Combining practical insights from the real business world together with the academic theory and research
that underlie methods and techniques, this innovative book prepares readers for the rigors of leading
people in just about any situation, not just organizations -- i.e., it trains leaders to think before they act.
From assessment through implementation, it focuses on four competencies -- specific behavior
characteristics that delineate the "ingredients" of leadership: Directional Thinking, Consequential
Thinking, Influence Strategies, and Communication Skills. Begins with a four-chapter Assessment in which
readers provide information about how they would use the four Competencies to address specific
situations, challenges, and dilemmas. Outlines a Relationship Life Cycle -- a flow chart, linked to a case
study at each step, that depicts how relationships begin and evolve and how they either deal effectively
with conflict and survive or ignore conflict and as a result allow it to escalate and destroy the relationship.
Interpersonal communication skills are then explained and illustrated as a way to help leaders both
prevent and resolve interpersonal conflict in both business and personal settings. Includes a Speaker
Effectiveness Index -- that serves as both an assessment and development tool for better understanding
and improving presentation skills. Includes T-Charts that explain and illustrate how to make a balanced
decision. Contains a Q&A chapter that addresses frequently asked questions about leadership and -- in
particular -- how to develop and implement a mentoring program in an organization using the 4
Competencies. For leaders, and aspiring leaders, in any type of organization or situation..
The Art of Tennis Physiology, Biomechanics and Psychology
4 Competencies for Success
Old Ideas, New Practices: When Religion Is for Relationships
Seeking Chances
Understanding Philosophy of Religion: Understanding Philosop
Bibliography of Sources on the Region of Former Yugoslavia Volume III
This Boy We Made
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